A5 Size 4 Tier Plastic Literature Holder
Item Code: CS-ST-77901

FOB Price:

$4.42/pc

Mini Order:

96 packs

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

36.3lb (16.5kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Description:
The holder with 4 tiers is convenient to put more literatures of magzines in it. It's clear made of clear PS with great style to present
literatures for increasing awareness, preformed holes allow for ease in wall mount application. Its attractive cured design displays your
literature prominently. The product with clear color and polished outer appearance attracts clients' attention.
Characteristics:
There are 4 tiers in this holder, and convenient to put more kinds of literatures of magzines in it.
Applications:
It's widely used in hotels, restaurants, shopping malls, etc.

Details
Package
Overall Size
Material

Specifications

15.7"×13.8"×7.7" (400×350×195mm)
6.3"×6.5"×10" (159×165×254mm)
Plastic

Description:
LFIP-LCSJ1545 is a wide format printer, of which the printing width is 1.5M, and its suitable ink is ECO ink. This printer adopts DX5
piezo printing head which is 24.4mm wide and 8 lines of nozzles. What's more, every line contains 180 nozzles, with a total of 1440
nozzles.
Characteristics:
• High transmission precision and long lifespan for precise gear-occlude directly transmission is adopted.
• Durable and lower noise when printing with famous brand guide rail –THK.
• Adopts special fluid damp feeding paper system and equipped with high quality fluid damp, thus feeding paper processor is more
precise and smooth.
• Adopts advanced variable dot print technology, and minimum dot reach 3.5pl, maximum 27pl.
• With particular two-dimension intelligent eclosion and wave eclosion print function could avoid Banding in printing process.
• The printer supplies automatically cutting paper system, and thus user can select auto or manual cutting mode, saving both time and
labor.
• The system supplies 6pass print mode. Thus users can select various materials for printing.
• The printer is equipped with eight 500ml big cartridges which supply ink for one line nozzle separately, so it ensures output big heavy
picture with high speed.
• The printer takes lead to launch quick dry ink which can dry immediately after output, moreover hard to return the humidity and viscidity.
Application:
Adopting standard 6-color or dual 4-color print which outputs delicately and colourfully, it is suitable for advertising production and other
high demand for multicolor output.
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